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November 2008

Program

November 15, 2008

Enjoying The Fall Sky

Main Feature:
Enjoying the Fall Sky

Location:
San Bernardino County
Museum, 7:00 p.m.
Redlands, CA. California St.
exit, I-10 Fwy.

November’s program, Enjoying The Fall Sky, will be brought to us by our very
own Chris Clarke and Martin Carey. They will review the many celestial
objects, some new and some old friends, in our dark Fall sky. As we approach
the Winter Solstice we will enjoy what is possible the best observing time here
in Southern California. Orion, Cassiopeia, Cepheus, Auriga, Andromeda,
Gemini and more hold many deep sky wonders. So bring your notebook and
start compiling your observing list.

Pre-meeting Dinner, 5:00 p.m.,
Hometown Buffet, Loma
Linda, CA

NGC 869 & 884

After the meeting telescopes
will be set up for viewing and
members will be available to
answer questions. Bring your
telescope to observe with us.
M33
No telescope is too humble, and
beginners are always made
welcome!

After viewing the group will
head for Coco’s in Redlands,
Tennessee exit, I-10 Fwy.

Join us for a little casual observing after the meeting

SBVAA Officers

Calendar of Upcoming Events

President: Vacant
Vice President: John Deems

909-584-7568

November 15, Club meeting at the Museum

Treasurer:

909-864-0615

November 29, Star party at Johnson Valley

Fidel Hernandez

Secretary - Educational Outreach: Chris Clarke
909-384-8539 Work
909-875-6694 Home

December 13, Annual holiday “get together” and gift
exchange.

Star Party Coordinator: Tom Lawson 909-8828198

(Watch for upcoming outreaches this fall and winter.
SBVAA is a popular guest at many of our local schools,
several of which invite us back year after year.)

SBVAA Webmaster: Steve Miller 626-859-7776
Newsletter Editor: Jim Sommer 909-792-3587

2009 Astro Calendars

Editor’s Message

Order Now

By Jim Sommer
Fall is upon us and winter soon will be. This time of
year brings us long, cool (often cold), clear nights. Even
from light polluted urban and suburban locations we will
be able to pick out some of the best deep sky objects.
This is also a great time to set up a small scope on your
front driveway or in your front yard and so a little public
outreach from your home, catching the evening strollers
as they walk by. If you do, you might invite them to
come to one of our monthly meetings to learn more
about astronomy. Who knows when you will strike a
small spark of interest which will possibly flare into a
passion for astronomy, the “sublime science.”
One of the greatest sights in the Fall and Winter sky is
M42, the great Orion Nebula. Even Longfellow admired
it’s striking beauty:
“Begirt with many a blazing star
Stood the great giant Algebar,
Orion, hunter of the beast!
His sword hung gleaming by his side,
And on his arm the lion’s hide
Scattered across the midnight air
The golden radiance of its lair.”
Occultation of Orion

Club Treasurer Fidel Hernandez wants us to know that
reservations are now being taken for Astronomy
Magazine's 2009 Calendar. "Deep Space Mysteries."
Orders will begin being taken at the July club meeting.
See Fidel or Chris. Store cost is $12.95 plus tax, your
cost through the club is just $10. Deliveries will
probably begin in Sept.

Star Party Planning
From Tom Lawson
As of this time the following Star Party dates are:
October 25
November 29
December 13
December 27

Cottonwood Campground
Johnson Valley
Roberto's Italian Restaurant
Holiday Get Together
Johnson Valley

As a side note, it is proposed that those wanting to save
some gas and willing to brave the poor road
conditions to consider Angelus Oaks as an alternate Star
Party site. This is a good option with level ground and
reasonably dark surroundings. However, once the first
heavy winter rains/snow arrives, you’ll need 4x4 drive.

Photo by: “Les”
M42
SV102ED, STV
12 x 5 minutes @
ISO 800, Canon 40D

Local Professor Helps Connect Astronomy and National Parks
Astronomer and physics professor Tyler Nordgren recently took a journey across the American landscape,
exploring the connection between the parks and wonders of the night sky. He visited twelve parks in twelve
months spending one to three weeks in each park, from the icy grandeur of Denali National Park in Alaska to the
red rocks and steep walled canyons of Bryce Canyon National Park in Utah. He met with park experts as well as
visitors and examined the themes that link the parks to other landscape in the Solar System.
The national parks in the United States are fast becoming one of the few places that the average person can go to
see a truly dark sky. Today a dark starry sky is as much an integral part of a park visit as seeing Old Faithful or
the Grand Canyon. But astronomy encompasses more than just the sky above the parks, it’s embodied in the very
landscape that gives the parks their very reason for being. Walk around the thermal pools of Yellowstone
National Park and with far less imagination than one might think, you can see the newly discovered geysers of
Saturn’s moon Enceladus, While in the red rock parks of southern Utah you can be an astronaut walking in the
wheel tracks left by distant rovers rolling across the ruddy vistas of Mars.
In some cases this connection between astronomy and park isn’t simply left to the mind’s eye. For in a number of
parks in the American Southwest, monuments and rock wall markings are arranged in alignment with the sun and
moon on special dates determined by the orientation of the Earth in its orbit around the sun. Standing in the
presence of one of these structures on a spring equinox, one is struck by how long astronomy has been a part of
these places and how the night sky is not just a natural resource, but a cultural one as well.
Courtesy of: Palm and Pine, November-December, 2008
Professor Nordgren’s project is documented on The Planetary Society’s web site, www.planetary.org/parks where readers can follow his
journey from Alaskea’s Denali National Park and Chugach National Forest to New Mexico’s Chaco Cultural National Historic Park, to
the Rocky Mountain National Park in Colorado.

Mars Lander Still Phoning Home as
Power Dips
By: Andrea Thompson
Senior Writer, Space.Com
posted: 04 November 2008
12:27 pm ET

NASA's Phoenix Mars Lander is clinging to life and communicating daily with mission controllers though its
power supply is quickly diminishing. Phoenix has communicated with mission scientists everyday since Oct. 30,
when the spacecraft suddenly went quiet after a drop in available power sent it into an inactive "safe mode." The
spacecraft is now in its sixth month on the Martian surface - double its initial mission - since landing on the red
planet's arctic plains on May 25. Phoenix has been scooping up samples of Martian dirt and the rock-hard,
subsurface layer of water ice at its landing site and analyzing them for signs of past potential habitability.

Phoenix is nearing the end of its mission as the fraction of the day the sun spends above the horizon shrinks at its
arctic landing site. Dust raised by a storm last week, which contributed to Phoenix's shutdown, continues to block
some of the little sunlight reaching the spacecraft. Information received by NASA over the past weekend shows
that Phoenix is running out of power each afternoon or evening, but reawakening after its solar arrays catch
morning sunlight. "This is exactly the scenario we expected for the mission's final phase, though the dust storm
brought it a couple weeks sooner than we had hoped," said Phoenix Project Manager Barry Goldstein of NASA's
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, Calif. "We will be trying to gain some additional science during
however many days we have left. Any day could be our last."

Mission engineers at JPL and at Lockheed Martin Space Systems in Denver, Colo., are attempting this week to
send commands to be stored in the Phoenix's flash memory for science activities to be conducted when the lander
wakes up each day. "Weather observations are our top priority now," said Phoenix Principal Investigator Peter
Smith. "If there's enough energy, we will try to get readings from the conductivity probe that has been inserted
into the soil, and possibly some images to assess frost buildup."

Phoenix finished scooping up dirt and ice samples late last month. The team filled one of the four remaining
unfilled ovens on the lander's Thermal and Evolved-Gas Analyzer (TEGA), which bakes the samples and
analyzes their composition. Two more ovens were closed without samples for background measurements and one
was left unfilled... The team tried to use the lander's robotic arm to push a sample that was stuck into the wet
chemistry lab, but it didn't go in...

When I survey the bright
Celestial sphere
So rich with jewels hung, that night
Doth like an Ethiop bride appear;
My soul her wings doth spread,
And heavenward ﬂies,
The Almighty’s mysteries to read
In the large volumes of the skies.
William Harington, 1605 - 1645

